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Sermon: “As it is Written” – 12-9-18 - Luke 3:1-6 

Grace and Peace on this Second Sunday in Advent – We pause and reflect…on how God 

transforms each day… 

A number of years ago a couple traveled to the offices of an Adoption Society in England to 

receive a baby. They had been on the waiting list a long time. They had been interviewed and 

carefully scrutinized. Now at last their dreams were coming true. But their day of happiness was 

another's person’s pain. 

Arriving at the offices of the Society they were led up a flight of stairs to a waiting room. After a 

few minutes they heard someone else climbing the stairs. It was the young student mother whose 

baby was to be adopted. She was met by the woman responsible for the adoption arrangements 

and taken into another room. The couple heard a muffled conversation and a few minutes later 

footsteps on the stairs as the young mother left. They heard her convulsive sobbing until the front 

door of the office was closed. Then, there was silence. 

The woman in charge then directed them next door. In a little crib was a six week old baby boy. 

On a chair beside it was a brown paper bag containing a change of clothes and two letters. One 

of these, addressed to the new parents, which thanked them for providing a home for her baby 

and acknowledged that under the terms of the adoption each would never know the other's 

identity. Then the young mother added one request and asked they allow her little son to read the 

other letter on his eighteenth birthday? She assured them that she had not included any 

information about her identity. The couple entrusted that letter to a lawyer and one day the young 
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man will read the message which his mother wrote on the day when with breaking heart, as she 

parted with him. 

In our Gospel reading this morning John is crying out in the wilderness “…as it is written in the 

book of the words of the prophet Isaiah, The voice of one crying out in the wilderness: ‘Prepare 

the way of the Lord, make his paths straight. 5 Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain 

and hill shall be made low, and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways made 

smooth; 6 and all flesh shall see the salvation of God.’”  

“As it is written”…these powerful words John is referring to are seen in 

various places in throughout scripture; As it is written a savior shall come 

to save… As it is written you will receive the promise of salvation 

through a child…As it is written I am sending my messenger to prepare 

the way.  As is written…the world shall be transformed by the power of God through a child 

who will grow to be savior of the world. 

The mother who had given birth to the child in the story shared, wrote words to the son she had 

given up for adoption…but I wonder what she wrote? If you had to condense all your thoughts 

and feelings about life and love into a few precious words what would you say? I believe that the 

words she wrote were empowering for her and the child she chose to give up for adoption.  How 

could they be anything else? Even though she knew in her head and probably in her heart 

adoption was the best for her child, it was such an agonizing decision.  The words she wrote 

were probably concise and caring, wishing and hoping for the best for her son.  There were 

probably not words about trivial things, but words from the heart. She probably included her 

hopes and dreams and other insights about life was all about, only writing the essential things in 

this short but oh so importan letter. 

As we hear this story on this second Sunday of Advent, it’s not hard to compare this story to 

another mother who was about to give birth in Bethlehem. This mother – Mary gives birth to the 

Savior of the world and her life and the whole world will be changed forever. As it is written in 

the blink of an eye the destiny of the whole world is transformed by the power of God.  John the 
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Baptist proclaims the words we need to hear; “Repent for the reign of God is near and will 

transform the world of God in the heartbeat of a child!”  

John the prophet cried out encouraging people to “repent” and be transformed by the God who 

was born in a manager at Bethlahem – out of love and grace.  The job of a prophet is challenging 

one, it is not a vocation that one choses as they would a “Firefighter or a Corporate executive, it 

comes with occupational hazards.. The prophet had the task of communicating God’s message to 

God’s people, in such a way that they/we might hear. Couriers, or messengers, have little status 

and often bear the brunt of the news being shared. They are not always taken seriously or 

overlooked. It reminds of the sign spinners on the street corners, advertising a product but how 

many people buy something because of this type of advertising? 

I experienced this last night with the 60,000 other people at December Nights in Balboa Park, 

there were those who held the signs saying the same thing that John is crying out in our in the 

wilderness places- “Repent – the end is near.”  Some people stopped engaged these self-

proclaimed prophets but mostly people avoided these people because of the message they shared.  

The message they were “proclaiming” didn’t sound like the Good News of the Gospel.  Do you 

think the same thing was was done with John the Baptist’s prophetic words?  It is hard for us to 

imagine that as those who live with a post-Resurrection understanding – knowing the rest of the 

story.  

The prophets of the Bible were seen as instruments – spokespersons of God inspired by the Holy 

Spirit to speak the truth to the world. When the prophet spoke people listened.  The intent of the 

prophet was to share the message of God so that all could benefit, and develop a strengthened 

relationship with God.  Often prophets were ridiculed, ignored, outcast, or even sought as a 

criminal.  Daniel was considered to be a prophet but look what happened to him – cast into the 

Lions den.  John’s was thrown into prison and ultimately beheaded for the message he shared. 

Micaiah from our first reading was considered a true prophet is placed in prison after refusing to 

say what the king wanted to hear and is never to be mentioned again in scripture. Their words 

were unpopular because being transformed is challenging. 
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So, why would any of us want this job? The Perks are deadly, Who needs a prophet anyway? We 

need prophets. The people who sit in darkness, in deep despair, they need prophets. The people 

who look around and see destruction and mayhem, they need prophets. The people who have no 

voice, no rights, no hope—they need prophets, because prophets proclaim a new and better way 

and hope through the power of God.  

We are called to be  “Modern” day prophets transformed by God through the baby who is born 

in us each. We transform the dark places of this world when we help others, and share God’s 

transforming love to others.  Empowered by the Holy Spirit we proclaim love and perform good 

works which are transforming.  

As it is written in the words of our Lord in Luke; “Led by the Spirit into the wilderness” just as 

John was called to proclaim and transform the world we are called by the same Spirit to do the 

same – in our words and in our deeds – deeds back up the words we say and give depth to one’s 

Spirituality. (4:1), We are “filled with the power of the Spirit” to enter into prophetic ministry 

again and again.  Just as the mother who gave her child a new life and a new hope through the 

process of adoption, and as God did and does through the birth and resurrection of Jesus we are 

called to be transformed and be prophets of God.    

The holiday season provides us with a unique opportunity to release grudges and criticism that 

are often held with family, friends, and neighbors. I can't think of a better time of year to enhance 

our generosity of spirit towards others. When we are willing to let go of any "stinginess of spirit" 

we may have within us, we will find that not only are we giving a spiritual gift to others, but that 

we are also giving a gift to ourselves, as our souls inevitably become more expansive and 

generous as well.  

 The job of the prophet sounds so complicated and without a lot of rewards and possibly life 

threatening.  Yet it is really simple as simple job – the Prophet shares God with others in words 

and deeds – essentially with variety of gifts each has been given.   As it is written, share God 

with others because of the God who comes to transform us each day!  Amen. 
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